WHAT'S AT THE
WRONG SIDE
OF YOUR BRA CUPS

The lining at the wrong side of the bra cups
may not be the most beautifull part of the
bra but it certainly is a very important one!
The main support for the bust comes from the
cup lining rather than the lovely fabric on the
outside (that's just there to please the eyes).
Beside underwires and strong plush elastic or
maybe even power bars it's the cup lining that
stabilizes the shape of the bust.

All this means the choice of lining for the cup
is quite important, it must at least be a rigid
fabric to shape the breasts properly.
Let's list up the most common options.

Regular rigid cup lining:

Charmeuse - very supple slightly rigid fine knit fabric with still a little give.
Netting - supple slightly rigid fine net with still a little give.
Stabilizer - sheer fine rigid net without any give

All the regular rigid lining are perfect for the bridge between the cups as well.

Volume cup lining:

Padding - foam or batting laminated on both sides with charmeuse which makes it slightly stiff.
Batting - soft high volume loose fiber fleece (still needs an extra layer of lining between the skin).

CHARMEUSE

This is a soft and supple, a bit shiny knitted
fabric. There is no stretch but it still has a
little give because of the knitting. Used as a
cup lining it will easily adjust to the curves
of the bust.

NETTING

This is a supple very fine and sheer net
fabric. There is no stretch but some types
still have a little give. Used as a cup lining it
will easily adjust to the curves of the bust.
The type of netting that is totally rigid can
be used as a stabilizer.

Sewing regular cup lining

First pin (or spray-glue) the fabric on top of the cup lining
and treat it as if one single layer.

Stitch the cup seams with an overlock stitch (serger) and
topstitch with a straight stitch, preferably through the
yarn loops sticking outside the serger stitching. This way
the seam will remain flexible.
Try not to topstitch closer to the seam, the raw edge will
be loose and might irritate the skin, specially the nipple.

ADDING SOME EXTRA VOLUME TO THE BRA
PADDING

This is a triple layered fabric, foam or batting
in the middle and laminated with charmeuse
or cotton lining at both sides. Due to the glue
padding will loose some of the volume and
always feels slightly stiff.
It doesn't actually add that much volume to
the bra but the breasts will stand out more
and look bigger.

Because of the volume these fabrics would be
too thick when folded at the seam allowance.
Therefore add the seam allowance ONLY AT
THE UNDERWIRE SEAM. There the layers are
already quite thick and the padding or batting
has to be fixed somewhere ...
Some people wonder whether the outer lycra
needs to be slightly larger to fitt the extra
volume. Well, it doesn't. Stretch fabrics are
very flexible and can be adjusted by just slowly
stretching the fabric during pinning the layers.
In time the volume will decrease a bit and
extra large fabric would start to wrinkle.

BATTING

This is a soft high volume fleece of loose fibers
(cotton or polyester or a blend of those). It can
increase the size of the bra with a whole size.
For lingerie and swimwear synthetic batting like
Polyfill is prefered because it's light and easy to
wash and dry.
Batting is an unfinished fabric and should not be
in direct contact with the skin. Always add an
extra layer of lining.

WHAT ARE THE
TRICKY PARTS?

HOW DO I ADD THE PADDING?

The padding is added instead of regular lining. Because the coupe seam has no seam
allowance it is covered with an extra strip to avoid damaging during wearing or washing.

Sewing padding

Because of the lack of a seam allowance the
coupe seam in the cups cannot be sewn in a
regular way.
Push the coupe seams against each other and
stitch with a 3steps stitching zigzag stitch.

Triple fold a strip 25mm wide sheer lining
lengthwise and pin along the length to keep
the folding together. Pin the folded strip
(raw edges downward) loosely on top of the
zigzag stitches and topstitch at both lengths
with a large straight stitch.

.

Finishing the top edge of the cup

Pin the lycra cup parts on each other with
the right side of the fabric together. Stitch
with a straight stitch.
Pin the top edge of the lycra cups with the
right side of the fabric on the wrong side of
the padding cups and stitch with a straight
stitch at 2mm from the raw edge.

Fold the stretch fabric loosely back to the
right side of the padding (do NOT fold the
padding as well!!).
Pin the lycra on the padding and stitch
around the underwire seam allowance with a
zigzag stitch so the fabrics won’t move.

HOW DO I ADD AN EXTRA LAYER OF BATTING?

The somewhat loose and fluffy batting should not touch the skin directly. It should be sewn
within 2 layers of fabric; the decorative fabric at one side side and lining at the wrong side.
Sewing the coupe seams

Pin the coupe seams from lycra on each other and
sew with a straight stitch.
Repeat this process with the lining.
Push the coupe seams from batting filling against
each other and sew with a stitching (3 steps) zigzag.
Push the batting slightly during stitching, it will keep
the filling together at the seam and will avoid gaps.

Sewing the layers together

Pin the top edges from lycra and cup lining with the
right sides on each other.
Pin the batting filling on top, do mind the batting
filling has NO seam allowances and will have to be
pinned 0,75cm short of the raw edges EXCEPT
around the underwire seam.
Stitch the top edge with a straight stitch, during
stitching the sewing machine will flatten the batting
which will allow it to be attached to the fabric at
some spots.
Fold the lining back over the batting. Stick pins all
along the top edge transverse to the seam.

Securing the layers

Fold the lower part of lining back over the top edge
and fold the lycra back as far as possible.
Pin the lining coupe seam allowance on top of the
batting coupe seam. Make sure you do NOT pin
through the lycra!
Stitch the coupe seam of the lining (without the
lycra) on the batting with a straight stitch.
Smoothly fold lycra and lining over the batting and
stick pins all around the cups transverse to the raw
edges. Keep in mind the batting has NO seam
allowances and will have to be pinned 0,75cm short
of the raw edges EXCEPT around the underwire
seam.
To keep the layers in place, topstitch the raw edges
around the cup (so NOT at the top edge) through all
layers with a straight stitch (within 0,75cm from the
raw edges so it will not show after finishing).

